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Abstract
We introduce a recurrent neural network model of working memory combining short-term and
long-term components. e short-term component is modelled using a gated reservoir model that
is trained to hold a value from an input stream when a gate signal is on. e long-term component
is modelled using conceptors in order to store inner temporal paerns (that corresponds to values).
We combine these two components to obtain a model where information can go from long-term
memory to short-term memory and vice-versa and we show how standard operations on conceptors
allow to combine long-term memories and describe their eect on short-term memory.
1 Introduction
e reservoir computing (RC) paradigm [9] is a peculiar and economic way to train a recurrent neural
network (RNN) because only the output layer is modied while the input and recurrent layers are kept
unmodied. Such RNNs are called reservoirs because they provide a pool of non-linear computations
based on inputs. Many variants (such as Echo State Networks [8] and Liquid State Machine [15]),
along with specic extensions of this RC paradigm have been proposed since its initial stance by [8]
(for a review see [14]), including implementations in various hardware like DNA- or laser-based ones
(see [25] for a recent review on physical reservoirs). A recent and major enhancement of the RC
paradigm has been proposed by Jaeger [10], called Conceptors (see Figure 1 that introduces the main
concepts). Intuitively, a conceptor represents a subspace of internal states of a RNN, e.g. the trajectory
of a reservoir when fed by some input. is representation can later be used for extending the capacity
of the original model. For instance it can be used to recognize temporal paerns [10, 1, 2, 6], or to store
and retrieve multiple arbitrary temporal paerns from a single RNN [10, 11]. ese conceptors have
been recently used in a number of dierent works. For instance, Mossakowski et al [20] proposed an
implementation of fuzzy logic based on conceptors, Liu et al [13] used conceptors for online learning
of sentence representations and He and Jaeger [7] proposed a general way to use conceptors during
the learning of multiple tasks thanks to a reduction of interference between tasks by virtue of internal
state space segregation.
Conceptors yield several advantages when compared to classical reservoirs, as Jaeger demonstrated it
in his seminal paper [10]: conceptors provides symbolic operations on the latent space of the dierent
input paerns. It is worth to be mentioned that such property were also exploited in the deep learn-
ing community and provided surprising results. For instance, in natural language processing (NLP),
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Mikolov et al [18] showed that arithmetic operations such as “king −men + woman” give a vector
similar to “queen”. More recently, Brock et al [4] proposed a method to edit global image features based
on operations performed on the latent space of generative adversarial networks (GANs). Conceptors
provide similar logical operations but in the framework of the reservoir computing paradigm. For in-
stance, Jaeger [10] proposes an operator that quanties if a stimulus is similar to an already known
conceptor. By associating one conceptor per class, it is possible to measure if a stimulus belongs to a
class (positive evidence) or none (negative evidence). Beyond logical operations, linear combinations
of conceptors allow to implement continuous morphing between set of states: they were used to cre-
ate morphing between two time series corresponding to the extended interpolation of the time series
(e.g. a morphing between two sine-waves with dierent frequency is a sine-wave with an intermediate
frequency).
Hypotheses on the interaction between working memory (WM) and long-term memory (LTM) has been
explored in computational neuroscience models [22]. Moreover, the ability to store transient internal
dynamics in long-term memory and to be able to retrieve theses dynamics later on when needed is an
aractive principle for biology. It is to be related to some recent experimental observations suggesting
that, in some specic cases1 [23], the maintenance of information is not uniform between the time
of acquisition and the time of use. More specically, it has been shown that the information cannot
be reliably decoded from neural activity between these two times while it can be decoded at time of
use. Some authors [19, 17, 16] have thus suggested the existence of a mechanism to temporarily store
information in synaptic weights (instead of being stored in neural activity). In this context, conceptors
might provide a plausible explanation of such a transfer.
Based on the original RC paradigm, we have shown in [24] how a reservoir with feedback connections
can implement a gated working memory, i.e. a generic mechanism to maintain information at a given
time (corresponding to when the gate is on). is study shows that a reservoir, using a gating signal,
can faithfully memorize triggered inputs for a while based on a stream of continuous values (i.e. work-
ing memory property). is model gives account on two important facts from neurosciences working
memory (WM) studies: (1) the model is functionally a closed system when maintaining an information
but it is physically an open system. is means the model can maintain information even when fed
with a strong and continuous disturbing input. (2) Memory is encoded in the dynamics of the models
and information can be maintained without trace of sustained activity. In this model, the maintenance
of information in output unit(s) is remarkably precise for long periods of time.
However, this model suers from its cardinal property: it is able to maintain any information with
great precision because it is not backed up by a long term memory component; while in biology, what
we hold in WM memory is directly inuenced by our experience and perception. Said dierently, the
current model is a quasi-perfect line-aractor, while it could be interesting to build a discrete line
aractor model. For example, if we fed the model with a series of random scalar values with 10−3
precision, it may be desirable for the model to approximate (or discretize) the value to be maintained
with only 10−1 precision. is might seem a trivial operation to be performed but it is actually harder
than it seems because the robustness of the model is measured to the extent it is close to a formal line
aractor. is is one of the reasons why we turned ourselves towards conceptors, to enable our WM
model to be inuenced by long-term memory.
In the present work, we introduce a link between short-term and long-term memory by combining
two approaches: (1) a gated reservoir maintaining short-term information and (2) several conceptors
maintaining long-term information. First, we introduce the transfer mechanisms between long-term
and short-term memory. en, we study how these mechanisms allow for a more stable version of the
1For instance, when some information to be maintained in working memory is known to be useful only later on.
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short-term memory and how it allows to add a prior to the values that must be maintained in short-term
memory. Finally, we explore the nature of operations carried on by conceptors, the dierent ways to
combine memories and how this modies short-term memory.
2 Methods
2.1 Conceptors overview
Compared to classical ESNs, conceptors represent a new training paradigm. In Figure 1, we show how
conceptors can be used to store temporal paerns. e training is performed in two steps and uses two
models (N and N ′). Let us consider a reservoir N ′ that receives as input the sequence M and that is
trained (readout weights) to produce the sequence M as output (auto-encoder). Let us now consider
another reservoir N that does not receive any input but is trained (internal weights) such as to match
N ′ internal activity (see gure 1). If we now read the internal activity of N using the read-out weights
of N ′, we obtain the sequence M . Said dierently, N has learnt implicitly to spontaneously produce
the sequence M . A very similar idea can actually be found in the full-FORCE training algorithm [5]
where internal weights of a recurrent neural network are trained in order for the activity of its neurons
to match the ones of another recurrent neural network that receives as input more information than the
former one (e.g. the desired output) Jaeger introduced a second idea based on the following observation:
if a recurrent neural network is periodically stimulated with a sequence M , it evolves in a dierent
region of space compared to when it is periodically stimulated with another sequence M ′ (because we
are in high dimensional space). Consequently, in order to have the possibility to generate two distinct
paerns M and M ′, Jaeger proposes to train the model N to match the activity of model N ′ when it
receives sequence M or M ′. In such a scenario, N will end up following a mean trajectory, in between
the trajectory where N ′ receives M as input and where N ′ receives M ′ as input. However, in light
of the preliminary observation concerning the segregation of spaces for sequence M and M ′, it is
possible to disentangle the activity within N by projecting it to relevant sub-spaces. ese sub-spaces
can be identied inN ′ when it receivesM orM ′ respectively. A conceptor corresponds exactly to these
projections. In that context, these conceptors can be considered as long-term memories of the temporal
paerns because they can be stored and reactivated later with negligible loss of recall/precision. More
generally, conceptors can be considered as long-term memories of sets/subspaces of internal states.
2.2 Models
Echo State Networks (ESN)
In this work we consider Echo State Networks (ESN) with feedback from readout units to the reservoir.
e system is described by the following update equations:
x[n] = tanh (Winu[n] +W (x[n− 1] + ξ) +Wfb(y[n− 1]))
y[n] =Woutx[n]
(1)
where u[n], x[n] and y[n] are respectively the input, the reservoir and the output at time n. W , Win,
Wfb, Wout and C are respectively the recurrent, the input, the feedback, the output and the conceptor
weight matrices and ξ is a uniform white noise term added to reservoir units.
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Figure 1. How to use conceptors to handle long-termmemories of temporal patterns? Let’s assumeNs
are recurrent neural networks andMs are inputs or outputs. If N mimic N’ then M can be retrieved from N as
it would be from N’. If N mimic N’ when N’ is receiving either M or M’ then M can’t be retrieved the same way
from N. But if M and M’ make evolve N’ in dierent spaces then N can mimic N’ receiving M (or M’) by using
an additional ”projection” CM (or CM’) and M (or M’) can be retrieved the same way from N.
Controlling ESN dynamics using a conceptor
Following [10] notations, the equation for a conceptor C enforcing some particular dynamics can be
wrien as:
x[n] = C tanh (Wx[n− 1] + b)
where C is the conceptor (possibly changing over time), x[n] is the state of the model at time n, W is
the recurrent matrix and b is a constant bias. is can be extended to the general case where we also
have an input u[n] (with input matrix Win) (or similarly a feedback), and writes:
x[n] = C tanh (Wx[n− 1] +Winu[n] +Wfb)
y[n] =W
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Using a conceptor C is similar to a change ofW in W˜ =WC (andWout inWoutC if there is feedback).
In our implementation, we thus consider:
x[n] = tanh (WCx[n− 1] +Winu[n]) (2)
Computing conceptors
In order to compute a conceptor for some given dynamics, it is necessary to collect all the states of the
reservoir and to concatenate them in a matrix X . e conceptor C is then dened as:
C = XXT
(
XXT + α−2I
)−1
= R
(
R+ α−2I
)−1
where R = XXT is similar to a covariance matrix, and α (a.k.a the aperture) controls how close from
the identity matrix C is.
Aperture adaptation
Intuitively, the aperture of a conceptor controls the precision of the internal states representation. How-
ever, no information on internal states is lost, because it is possible to change the aperture of a conceptor
C without the need to recompute the conceptor from scratch. To change the aperture, one only need
to adapt the conceptor C as follows:
φ(C, γ) = C
(
C + γ−2(I − C))−1 (3)
where φ(C, γ) represents the same states than C with a dierent aperture, and γ is controlling how
the aperture is modied. Intuitively, φ(C, γ) modies the aperture of C by a factor of γ.
Linear combination
Given two conceptors C1 and C2 and λ ∈ R, the linear combination of conceptor C1 and C2 is dened
as:
C = λC1 + (1− λ)C2
In the following when λ ∈ [0, 1]we will talk about interpolation, whenλ > 1 about right-extrapolation,
and when λ < 0 about le-extrapolation.
Boolean operations
Boolean operations can be wrien as:
C ∨B =
(
I +
(
C(I − C)−1 +B(I −B)−1)−1)−1
C ∧B = (C−1 +B−1 − I)−1
¬C = I − C
However, as highlighted in [21], ∨ and ∧ are not indempotant (i.e. C ∨C 6= C and C ∧C 6= C). More
precisely if C (resp. B) is a conceptor built with the covariance matrix R (resp. Q), Jaeger proposes to
build C ∨ B using the covariance matrix R +Q that is by design not indempotent. What we propose
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here is to consider instead the matrix βR + (1− β)Q with β ∈ [0, 1] instead of R +Q, or if we want
it to be symmetric (R+Q)/2. Similar calculation gives the following new ∨β and ∧β .
C ∨β B =
(
I +
(
βC(I − C)−1 + (1− β)B(I −B)−1)−1)−1
C ∧β B =
(
βC−1 + (1− β)B−1)−1
is way of building the OR operation also has a data driven intuition. If we note β = nn+p where n
(resp. p) is the number of data points used to build R (resp. Q) then bR + (1− b)Q is the ”correlation
matrix” obtained by taking the union of all the data points. Moreover, if we choose β = 0.5 then there
is a direct link between the two way of dening the OR: C ∨ B = φ(C ∨0.5 B, 2). In this study, the
aperture was mostly not inuencing the results, thus we show only the results for ∨.
2.3 Tasks
We consider the gating task described in [24] and two additional variants. In this task the model receives
an input V that is continuously varying over time and another input being either 0 or 1 (trigger or gate
T ). To complete the task, the output has to be updated to the value of the input when the trigger is
active and to remain constant otherwise (similarly to a line aractor). In other words, the trigger acts
as a gate that controls the entry of the value in the memory (the output). Figure 2 describes this task
and the two variants we consider in this work. In both variants we consider 11 values uniformly spread
between -1 and 1: these values are used to discretize the input value (V) (when a trigger occurs; T=1)
stored in the associated output (M). In the rst variant (C2D task) we discretize only the associated
output whereas in the second variant (D2D task) both are discretized. On a concrete example, if the
model was trained to maintain 0.41 (M = 0.41), that means it was receiving a trigger (T = 1) along
with the value 0.41 (V = 0.41). In the rst approach we change both V and M to 0.4, whereas in the
second approach we change only M to 0.4.
Value (V)
Trigger (T)
Output (M)
A
B
Value (V) when there is a trigger (T = 1) Associated output (M)
-1.00 ... -1.00 ...-0.20 ... -0.20 ...0.20 ... 0.20 ...0.60 ... 0.60 ...(3)
-0.96 ... -1.00 ...-0.12 ... -0.20 ...0.21 ... 0.20 ...0.67 ... 0.60 ...(2)
-0.96 ... -0.96 ...-0.12 ... -0.12 ...0.21 ... 0.21 ...0.67 ... 0.67 ...(1)
Figure 2. Gating tasks and its two variants. A. The gating task. Each column represents a time step (time
increases from le to right), colored discs represent inputs (V and T ) and the output (M ). B. Variant tasks:
(1) Original task: from continuous to continuous values. (2) First variant (C2D task): from Continuous to Dis-
crete values. (3) Second variant (D2D task): from Discrete to Discrete values.
2.4 Implementation details
We consider a reservoir of 1000 neurons that has been trained to solve a gating task described in [24].
e overall dynamics of the network we consider are described by the following equations:
x[n] = C tanh (Winu[n] +W (x[n− 1] + ξ) +Wfb(y[n− 1]))
y[n] =Woutx[n]
(4)
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where u[n], x[n] and y[n] are respectively the input, the reservoir and the output at time n. W , Win,
Wfb, Wout and C are respectively the recurrent, the input, the feedback, the output and the concep-
tor weight matrices and ξ is a uniform white noise term added to reservoir units. W , Win, Wfb are
uniformly sampled between −1 and 1. Only W is modied to have sparsity level equal to 0.5 and a
spectral radius of 0.1. When Wout is computed to solve the gating task, the conceptor C is consid-
ered to be xed and equal to the identity matrix (C = I). In normal mode, the conceptor C is equal
to a conceptor Cm that is generated and associated to a constant value m. In order to compute this
conceptor Cm, we impose a trigger (T = 1) as well as the input value (V = m) at the rst time step,
such that the reservoir has to maintain this value for 100 time steps. During these 100 time steps, we
use the identity matrix in place of the conceptor. e conceptor Cm is then computed according to
Cm = XX
T
(
XXT + Ia
)−1, where X corresponds to the concatenation of all the 100 reservoir states
aer the trigger, each row corresponding to a time step, I the identity matrix and a the aperture. In all
the experiments the aperture has been xed to a = 10. For the conceptors pre-computed in Figure 3
and 6, the reservoir have been initialised with its last training state.
3 Results
Transfer between long-term and short-term memory
Figure 3 displays the two core ideas of our approach: (1) How to transfer short-term to long-term
memory and (2) How to retrieve (in short-term memory) an information stored in long-term memory.
(1) e long-term memory we consider is the conceptor Cm associated to the value m maintained in
short-term memory. To compute Cm we use the 100 rst time steps aer a trigger. Meanwhile no
conceptor is applied (i.e. C = I). Aer that we update C with Cm. On gure 3B we can see that it
doesn’t seem to cause any interference in the short-term memory. However, the memory currently
lies both in the conceptor C (long-term) and in the output unit y (short-term). (2) Now, the long-term
memory we consider are only conceptors CDm associated to discrete values between -1 and 1 (11 values
uniformly spread between -1 and 1). Similarly as before, aer a trigger we compute a new conceptor
Cm using the 100 rst time steps aer a trigger and without conceptors (C = I). en, we search
for the closest conceptor Cim among the conceptors with discrete values CDm using a distance between
conceptors and we update C with this conceptor. On gure 3C, we see the following behavior: aer
a trigger, the value is correctly updated in short-term memory and remains stable until C is updated
(aer 100 time steps) and then the output jumps to the closest discrete representation of the memory.
Extended maintenance (well beyond learning)
In Figure 4, we show how conceptors allow to beer stabilize the short-term memory, even in the pres-
ence of noise. Let us start by reminding that both the model and the conceptors have been trained to
maintain information in short-term memory only for few hundreds of time step, and that in the con-
stant presence of a disturbing input (V). However, in the absence of noise (ξ = 0), we can clearly see
that even without conceptors the short-term memory can be maintained for several thousands of time
steps. Nevertheless the ability to maintain information in short-term memory is not innite: if we go
further in time we can note that aer approximately 100,000 time steps the short-term memory will
slowly degrade (Figure 4A). e rst thing noticeable is that, with conceptors, this slow degradation
vanishes (Figure 4B). Moreover, we tried the same analysis with noise inside the reservoir. Even 10−4
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Figure 3. Approximationwith conceptors or discrete conceptors. Black: Evolution of the short-termmemory (i.e.
the readout y). Gray lines: the discrete value considered. Light gray areas: time when conceptors are computed
for the current value stored in short-term memory. A. Discrete conceptors are appplied from a random state.
B-C. Conceptor Cm are computed using 100 time steps aer a trigger while C = I . B. Cm is directly applied to
the following time steps. C. The closest conceptor among the discretized conceptor is applied for the following
time steps. Dashed lines represents the memory that should have been kept if not discretized.
noise (std(ξ) = 10−4 ) prevents the model to maintain longer than it has been trained to (Figure 4C). In-
terestingly in the noisy case, the benet of conceptors is even more visible since they allow to maintain
information in memory as if there were no noise (Figure 4D).
Using constant-memory conceptor stabilizes faster and more accurately to dis-
cretized values.
Another benet of augmenting the WM model with conceptors is that while keeping the ability to
maintain possibly everything, it is possible to add priors on the values the model is more likely to
maintain. In Figure 5, we show the outcome of two complementary approaches discretizing memory.
As we had already noticed in [24], only by being trained to maintained few discrete memory the model
seems to generalize to all real values between -1 and 1. us the rst task (C2D task) does not seem
to allow to discretize the memory (Figure 5A). Concerning the second task (D2D task), it seems able to
discretize the value memorized, (oine training Figure 5B, online training Figure 5C). But, in case it
converges, the convergence towards a discrete value is way slower than with conceptors (Figure 5D).
Aperture adaptation of a constant-memory conceptors
e rst operation we considered on constant-memory conceptors was the aperture adaptation. We
did not notice an apparent inuence of the aperture on the ability to maintain the constant values as
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Figure 4. Stability comparison with or without conceptor, with or without noise. Black: Evolution of the short-
term memory (i.e. the readout y). Gray lines: the discrete value considered. Light gray areas: time when
conceptors are computed for the current value stored in short-term memory. A-B No noise. C-D 0.0001 noise.
A and C No conceptor used. B and D Discrete conceptor are applied.
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Figure 5. Dierent training procedures to discretize the output. Black lines: Evolution of the short-term
memory (i.e. the readout y). Gray lines: the discrete value considered. Green lines represent the memory
that should be kept when discretized. Red dashed lines represent the memory that should have been kept if
not discretized. A D2D task: Only discrete values have been trained to be maintained. B-C C2D task: The
value maintained is a discretized version of the value coming along with the trigger and no more the value
itself. B Oline learning. C Online learning (ridge = 0.0001). D Constant-memory conceptor for discretized
values: Conceptors are computed using the 100 time steps aer a trigger while C = I and then the closest
conceptor among the discretized conceptor is applied for the following time steps. The period of time during
which conceptors are computed cannot be shown because they are too short compared to the figure’s timescale.
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long as it is not too small.
Linear interpolation of two constant-memory conceptors
In Figure 6, we show two main ideas: (1) how a linear interpolation between two conceptors can allow
to generalize the gating of other values, and (2) a representation of the space in which lies the con-
ceptors and their link to the memory they encode. (1) Interpolation and extrapolation C of conceptor
C0.1 and conceptor C1.0 has been computed as C = λC1.0 + (1 − λ)C0.1 with 31 λ values uniformly
spread between -1 and 2. Even though the interpolated (λ ∈ [0, 1]) conceptors obtained are not exactly
equivalent toCm conceptors obtained in Figure 3, they seem to also correspond to a retrieved long-term
memory value to be maintained. e mapping between λ and the value is non-linearly encoded. For
right-extrapolation (λ ∈ [1, 2]) the conceptor seems to be linked to a noisy version of a Cm conceptor.
A value seems still to be retrieved from long-term memory and maintained in short-term memory: the
output activity is not constant, but its moving average is constant. For le-extrapolation (λ ∈ [−1, 0]),
the conceptor obtained does not seem to encode any information anymore: all the output activities col-
lapse to zero. (2) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) have been performed using 201 pre-computed
conceptors associated to values uniformly spread between -1 and 1. e rst three components already
explain approximately 85% of the variance. e rst component seems to non-linearly encode the abso-
lute value of the memory (Figure 6B) whereas the second component seems to non-linearly encode the
memory itself (Figure 6C). e straight line conceptor Cm (Figure 6E-G), that might be an explanation
why extrapolation does not work as we expected.
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Figure 6. Generalisation of constant-memory conceptorsCm. Red: two constant-memory conceptors: C0.1 and
C1.0. Black: Inferred conceptors, i.e. linear interpolation and extrapolation between C0.1 and C1.0. A Evolution
of the short-termmemory against time for dierent conceptors. B-GGray: constant-memory conceptorsCm for
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and the memory they are encoding. For the interpolated conceptors, the memory is considered as the mean in
the last 1000 time steps. E-G Representation of the conceptors in the three principal components of the Cm
conceptors.
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Intersection and union of constant-memory conceptors
We studied both how the conjunction and the disjunction of constant-memory conceptors were in-
uencing the dynamics. In both cases, when a trigger occurs the output jumps towards the value to
be maintained and then relaxes to another value. In the conjunction case, the value towards which it
relaxes is easy to describe, it is always almost zero. In the disjunction case, it is harder to describe.
In Figure 7, we show the values towards which the output relaxes (i.e. relaxation values) when the
disjunction of two constant-memory conceptors is applied.x First, as the disjunction of twice the same
conceptor is either the same conceptor or an aperture adaptation of it (i.e. Cm ∨ Cm = φ(Cm, 2)
and Cm ∨β Cm = Cm), the value towards which it relaxes is the value of the conceptor itself. en,
we realized that we could predict what would be the relaxation values in dierent cases: in general
the relaxation value was mostly either almost zero or the maximum of the absolute values of the two
conceptors multiplied by the sign of the new value to maintain. We propose the following formula to
predict the value towards which it relaxes:
vlim(c1, c2, v) =

c1 if c1 = c2
sign(v)×max(|c1|, |c2|) if min(|c1|, |c2|) < |v| or c1 = −c2
0 otherwise
(5)
where v is the initial value (V ) proposed along with the trigger, c1 (resp. c2) is the constant associated to
conceptorC1 (resp. C2), vlim(c1, c2, v) is the ultimate value reached while applying conceptorC1∨C2.
e predictions made by the formula are less accurate for extreme values such as for v = 1.00 (see
Figure 7). We hypothesize a similar formula for relaxation values of n constant-memory conceptors:
vlim(c1, ..., cn, v) =

c1 if c1 = c2 = ... = cn
sign(v)×max(|c1|, |c2|, ..., |cn|) if min(|c1|, |c2|, ..., |cn|) < |v|
or (∀i, j |ci| = |cj |
and ∃i, j such that i > j and ci = −cj)
0 otherwise
(6)
where v is the initial value (V ) proposed along with the trigger, ci is the constant associated to conceptor
Ci, vlim(c1, c2, ..., cn, v) is the ultimate value reached while applying conceptor
n∨
i=1
Ci.
4 Discussion
is study introduces the basis for establishing the link between long-term and short-term working
memory in echo state networks using conceptors. is allowed us to show how a short-term working
memory can be formed under the inuence of long-term memory: i.e. how working memory can
be biased towards predened discrete values stored in long-term memory. In most working memory
models (e.g. [12, 3]), it is implicitly assumed that the working memory is faithful to the value(s) to
be maintained, that is, without any inuence from the long-term memory. However, biological and
psychological observations suggest that working memory is inuenced by long-term memory. First,
perceptions may be perturbed by noisy inputs or other processes, thus the associated working memory
might ends up being dierent from the ground truth. Second, our past experience may inuence the
information that will be maintained. is is exactly what we have shown using conceptors and an
ad-hoc method for updating the working memory. Future work will concentrate on removing the (less
12
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Figure 7. Relaxation values (i.e. values towards which the output relaxes) when applying the disjunction of
two constant-memory conceptors. In other words, it corresponds to the final values reached when applying the
conceptor C1 ∨ C2. A-C Empirical results from experiments. D-F Predictions based on equation 5.
biologically plausible) engineered steps, namely, the oine computation and selection of the closest
conceptor. Such processes could be implemented using the auto-conceptors introduced in [10].
ere are however theoretical diculties when combining conceptors together: the result is dicult
to predict because it largely diers from what we would naturally expect. For instance, a linear in-
terpolation of constant-memory conceptors does not create another constant-memory conceptor. e
reason being that the space of constant-memory conceptors is not a straight line. Hence, a mere linear
combination of constant-memory conceptors could not lead to another constant-memory conceptor.
Nevertheless, we have shown empirically that in all scenarios a linear combination of two constant-
memory conceptors lead to a value that is maintained. However, this new memory is oscillating around
the combination of the constant values (see Figure 6). is oscillation being a direct consequence of the
perturbation of the system (i.e. the input). Moreover, the disjunction of conceptors is not implementing
what we were expecting. For two conceptors with two constant values v1 and v2 such that 0 ≤ v1 ≤ v2,
we would expect that the disjunction encodes the two values simultaneously. More specically, we ex-
pected such disjunction to implement a choice function between the two values stored in long-term
memory. Instead, we obtained a conceptor that does not converge towards v1 but only towards 0 or v2
depending on the given input value. To some extent, v1 and v2 inuence the disjunction with however
dierent qualitative roles. In the general case of a disjunction of n > 2 constant-memory conceptors,
only the extreme value seems to maer in the composite conceptor.
More interestingly, this work opens the door to another form of working memory: procedural (or
functional) working memory. Instead of temporarily memorizing declarative information, this kind
of working memory would be able to memorize procedural information (e.g. how a task should be
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performed, which processes should be applied, etc.). For instance, imagine you are given some instruc-
tions which are to sum up a series of numbers. In order to complete this task, it is necessary to keep
track of the current sum (e.g. in a classical short-term declarative working memory) that needs to be
updated each time a new number is given. However, it is also necessary to remember the preliminary
instruction (i.e summing up) in another form of working memory which is long-term (it needs to span
the whole experiment) and which is procedural. is procedural nature makes this working memory
quite peculiar because instead of memorizing a given information, it needs to memorizes a procedure –
here, a sequence of operations depending on the context – that needs to be applied each time an input
is given. It is not yet clear how such memory could be encoded in the brain (e.g. sustained activity,
dynamic activity, transient weights) and we think conceptors might be key in answering this question,
but more experimental and theoretical work will be needed before answering this question.
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